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EVERYONE INTERESTED IN THE UNSEALING OF THE MUELLER REPORT,

PLEASE READ. We are all interested in the facts and �ndings, but much relates to

Grand Jury proceedings, which are secret unless unsealed by a Court.

Shout out  who tagged  and I with this opinion. It is the trial court decision

on whether to unseal the Secret Subpoena case that went up to the Supreme Court.

https://www.dcd.uscourts.gov/sites/dcd/files/FINAL_In_re_GJ_Subpoena_18gj41_Mem_Op_Order_

Unseal.pdf

@leesgirl9 @traciemac_Bmore

In it, the "Reporter's Committee" asked for the court to unseal pursuant to CRIMINAL RULE 6.1, which

everyone needs to know about. It makes Grand Jury info secret unless unsealed BY A COURT.

Key points of law: "“Unlike an ordinary judicial inquiry, where publicity is the rule, grand jury

proceedings are secret.” Levine v. United States, 362 U.S. 610, 617 (1960). "Secrecy is an indispensable

element of a properly functioning grand jury for several reasons." Why? ...

“First, if preindictment proceedings were made public, many prospective witnesses would be hesitant to

come forward voluntarily, knowing that those against whom they testify would be aware of that

testimony.”

Second, “witnesses who appeared before the grand jury would be less likely to testify fully and frankly, as

they would be open to retribution as well as to inducements.” Id.

Third, publicity introduces “the risk that those about to be indicted would flee, or would try to influence

individual grand jurors to vote against indictment.”

Finally, secrecy “assure[s] that persons who are accused but exonerated by the grand jury will not be held

up to public ridicule.”

So, we are all worried that Barr is black hat, BUT GRAND JURY SECRECY, and protecting the identity of

witnesses and the exonerated is a key part of our system of laws.

Secrecy that applies to grand jury matters may be lifted by the Court... to make public “[p]apers, orders

and transcripts of hearings” related to a GJ subpoena “upon a finding that continued secrecy is not

necessary to prevent disclosure of matters occurring before the GJ.”

In this case, the Government initially opposed unsealing of info, but agreed to prepare redacted versions

of the briefs and transcripts for public release. The corporation does not object.

CONFIRMATORY BOMBSHELL: "The grand jury investigation to which the underlying subpoena

relates, however, is ongoing."

Since it's ongoing: "Redactions must thus be applied to maintain the secrecy of all matters occurring

before a grand jury." Although some things can be released "Maintaining grand jury, however, secrecy is

paramount."

Reporter's Committee argues 1st amendment trumps secrecy. Nope. "Whether the public holds a First

Amendment right of access to criminal proceedings 

depends on “two complementary considerations”: experience and logic. "

"Binding D.C. Circuit law already makes clear that no First Amendment or common law right of access

attaches to grand jury ancillary proceedings." It doesn't matter that it was a contempt proceeding.

Identify of the company: nope: "Indeed, “[t]he press is not entitled, by the Constitution or by rule, to

information about ‘matters occurring before the grand jury’” even if such matters arise in the course of

ancillary judicial proceedings.

The Company could identify itself if it chose to do so, but it hasn't: "The Corporation, however, has not

chosen to identify itself publicly and 

“prefer[s] not to have its identity disclosed to the public.”

The Court is going to release information on the contempt fines -- so we'll know how much Mueller

recovered from this company. We can add that to his current profit margin on the SC Investigation. END
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FOR NOW

For my most optimistic take on the Barr-Mueller situation - here's my rose colored glasses thread. I'm

still VERY worried about Barr though.

Dirk Schwenk
@DirkSchwenk

Replying to @DirkSchwenk
Put on your rose colored glasses for this story, because it's 
hopelessly optimistic and sappy and you may feel a little like 
crying.  So a little bird like @NSAGov or @GCHQ or 
@ACICgovau perched on Old Man Comey's shoulder and said 
"Trump's a Traitor" and Comey said hmmm....

775 4:40 AM - Mar 23, 2019

149 people are talking about this

For my ragey thoughts, pre Barr letter, about why I don't think Mueller was "fired"

Dirk Schwenk
@DirkSchwenk

RAGE TWEET Thread on SC Mueller's Report: First off, there 
are not more than 10 people that really know what is going on 
inside SC Mueller's office.  MAX is Mueller, Rosenstein, Barr(?) 
(not convinced) and a select group on the Hill.

633 2:56 PM - Mar 22, 2019

299 people are talking about this
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